Proton–proton and proton–antiproton differential elastic cross sections modeling at high and ultra-high energies using a hybrid computing paradigm
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Abstract: This work presents a hybrid computing technique for modeling the differential elastic cross section of both proton–proton “pp” and proton–antiproton “p(p(bar))” collisions from high to ultra-high energy regions (from 13.9 GeV to 14 TeV) as a function of the center-of-mass energy “s” squared and four momentum transfer squared “t”. We proposed a genetic algorithm (GA) and support vector regression (SVR) hybrid techniques to calculate and predict the “differential elastic cross section” of both “pp” and “p(p(bar))”. Our proposed GA-SVR hybrid model shows a good match to the available experimental data, as well as predicting the latest and future “TOTEM” experiments for differential elastic cross sections that are not utilized in the training phase. An extrapolation of the differential cross section to |t| → 0 gives the total cross section through the optical theorem. The model calculations and predictions for “pp” and “p(p(bar))” total cross-sections over a wide collision energy ranging from ISR to LHC are given. All the results for the total cross-sections matched well with the last and the more recent measurements (\( \sqrt{s} = 7 \) TeV and 8 TeV), as well as the results of other models for the future “TOTEM” measurements at (\( \sqrt{s} = 10 \) TeV and 14 TeV).
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1. Introduction

Proton–proton (pp) and proton-antiproton (Pp̅) cross sections at high energy are the first studies performed when a new hadron accelerator opens up a new energy region. The study of the total PP and Pp̅ cross section and its various subcomponents (elastic, inelastic, and diffractive) is a very powerful tool to understand the strong interaction mechanism [1–6]. Elastic pp and p̅p scattering is the most essential component in high energy hadronic interactions to investigate the structure of the proton [7]. There are three important physical components to characterize the elastics pp and p̅p scattering: total cross section “\( \sigma_{tot}^{pp, p̅p} \)”, differential cross section “\( \frac{d\sigma}{dt}^{pp, p̅p} \)”, and the ratio of the forward real to imaginary parts of the elastic scattering amplitude “\( \rho \)-parameter” [8]. The elastic differential cross section of PP and Pp̅ contains information about proton structure and nonperturbative aspects of PP and Pp̅ interactions, as well as providing useful information on the behavior of the scattering amplitude, in particular, on the nature of their diffractive components [9]. The “total cross section” \( \sigma_{tot}^{pp, p̅p} \) can be obtained from the calculation of elastic scattering ones depending on the
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“optical theorem” [10,11]. The investigation of high energy $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ elastic cross section depends mainly on the “center of mass energy” ($\sqrt{s}$) and the “four-momentum transfer squared” ($t$) [1–5].

The high energy $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ elastic scattering have been measured experimentally at different colliders over a wide range of $\sqrt{s}$, such as “Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR)” and “Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)” colliders at the “European Council for Nuclear Research (CERN)” [12–20], as well as the “Fermilab” fixed target experiments and Tevatron colliders [21–29]. Recently, the measurements of the high energy $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ elastic scattering have been working at the Large Hadron Collider “LHC” by the “TOTEM” (TOTal cross section, Elastic scattering and diffraction dissociation Measurement) at the LHC Collaboration [30–35]. Furthermore, different theoretical models have been proposed to investigate the $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ elastic scattering; most of them are QCD-based models [9]. This wide array of experimental and theoretical models attempt to describe $pp$ elastic scattering at LHC. In addition, the understanding of this process will provide fundamental insight into the nonperturbative and the perturbative QCD [7,9]. To our knowledge, despite the amount of available experimental data and model descriptions of these data, a precise and complete description of differential and total cross sections is still lacking and this issue is an open issue. Considering that, we hope our model may bring insights for further and deeper developments.

In recent years, the artificial neural networks (ANNs) [36] approach has been widely used for prediction of physics as classification and regression problems [37–42]. However, this approach has been found to be more efficient compared to statistical algorithms. It has many downsides such as over-fitting, slow convergence, and less generalizing performance. Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine-learning algorithm developed by Vapnik (1995) to solve regression problems [43]. The SVMs also have been modified to the so-called support vector regression (SVR) for manipulating nonlinear regression estimation problems [43–45]. Thus, the process of applying SVMs in regression problems is referred to as SVR. However, it is necessary to optimize the SVM parameters. Appropriate parameters in SVR lead to overfitting or underfitting. Therefore, selecting optimal hyperparameters is an important step in SVR design. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are search algorithms based upon the mechanics of natural selection [46,47]. In this study, we propose a GA to determine parameters of SVR that optimizes all SVR’s parameters simultaneously from the training data. Thus, the aim of this article is to suggest a hybrid model GA-SVR to calculate and predict the $a \left( \frac{d\sigma}{dt} \right)_{PP, P\bar{P}}$ as a function of “$\sqrt{s}$” and “$|t|$”, as well as $\sigma_{tot, P\bar{P}}$ at various $\sqrt{s}$ ranging from nearly $\sqrt{s} = 13.9$ GeV to $\sqrt{s} = 14$ TeV for $|t| = 0$ to 6 GeV$^2$.

The next sections of this paper are structured as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed GA-SVR to model the $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ deferential elastic cross sections. The results obtained are explained in Section 3. Lastly, Section 4 provides the findings and conclusions.

2. The proposed hybrid GA-SVR model

Creating an accurate mathematical model that can simulate and predict the nonlinear behavior of physical phenomena is a challenging issue. In the present study, we developed a hybrid soft computing approach GA-SVR based on experimental data to calculate and predict the differential elastic cross section of both $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ collisions, $\left( \frac{d\sigma}{dt} \right)_{PP, P\bar{P}}$, i.e. $\frac{d\sigma}{dt} = f (\sqrt{s}, t)$ as well as $\sigma_{tot, P\bar{P}}$. The following subsections describe the development of our hybrid computing GA-SVR model for calculating and predicting of the $\left( \frac{d\sigma}{dt} \right)_{PP, P\bar{P}}$ and $\sigma_{tot, P\bar{P}}$. 427
2.1. Mathematical formulation of support vector regression

SVM was invented in 1992 by Vapnik et al. [43–45] as a classification tool and was extended to a nonlinear regression case “support vector regression (SVR)” in 1997 [43–45]. SVR is a powerful function approximation approach based on statistical learning theory. Using the so-called $\varepsilon$-insensitive loss function for SVR ($\varepsilon$-SVR), we ensure the finding of the global minimum and the optimization of the generalization error over the parameter space.

In SVR, the given training set is \{$(x_i, y_i)$, \(i = 1, \ldots, \ell\} \subset \mathbb{R}^d \times \mathbb{R}$, where \(x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d\) is the ith input vector in the “input space x”, \(y_i\) is the corresponding ith output (in our case \(x_1\) denotes the center of mass energy \(\sqrt{s}\) and the four – momentum transfer squared (t), \(y_i\) denotes the differential cross section for \(PP\) and \(P\bar{P}\) collisions “$\frac{d\sigma}{dt}^{pp, p\bar{P}}$”; the input space x is first mapped onto high-dimensional “feature space” using nonlinear mapping function (kernel function \(g(x)\)) and then a linear model is constructed in this feature space to estimate the output \(y_i\) using the SVR regression function \(f(x) = w^Tg(x) + b; w\) and \(b\) are the “weight” vector and the “bias” term, respectively. Using mathematical notation, the generic linear SVR approximator \(f(x, w)\) in the high-dimensional feature space is defined as follows:

$$\frac{d\sigma}{dt} = f(x, w) = f(\sqrt{s}, t, w) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} w_j g_j(x) + b, \quad (1)$$

where \(g_j(x), \ j = 1, \ldots, m\) denotes a set of nonlinear transformations (mapping function), and \(w\) and \(b\) are the “weight” vector and the “bias” term, respectively.

The quality of estimation of the $\varepsilon$-SVR regression model is measured by a new type of loss function called $\varepsilon$-insensitive loss function proposed by Vapnik [43–45]. $\varepsilon$-SVR performs linear regression in the high-dimension feature space using $\varepsilon$-insensitive loss and, at the same time, tries to reduce model complexity by minimizing \(\frac{1}{2} ||w||^2\) (norm of the weights vector), which is subject to \(y_i(\langle w^T x_i + b \rangle \geq 1\). This is an optimization problem, which can be converted to the dual optimization problem. Therefore, the regression function (the estimated function of the output, \(y_i\), in our case is $\frac{d\sigma}{dt}$) “eqn 1” can be rewritten as a generic function and is given by

$$f(x_i, \alpha^*, \alpha) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{SV}} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) K(x_i, x) + b$$

$$0 \leq \alpha_i, \alpha_i^* \leq C \ (C \ is \ penalty \ parameter) \ and \ \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) = 0 \quad (2)$$

where “\(n_{SV}\)” is the number of Support Vectors “\(SV\)”.

The Lagrange multipliers of the dual optimization problem, \(\alpha_i, \alpha_i^*\) are obtained and then \(w\) and \(b\) are given as \(\omega = \sum_{i=1}^{l} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*) x\) and \(b = -\frac{1}{2} \langle \omega, (x_p + x_s) \rangle\), where \(x_r\) and \(x_s\) are any support vectors and \(k(x_i, x_j) = \langle g(x_i), g(x_j) \rangle\) is the kernel function. The kernel function used in the study is a (Gaussian kernel) radial basis function (RBF), \(k(x_i, x_j) = \exp(-\gamma ||x_i - x_j||^2)\), where \(x_i\) and \(x_j\) are inner vectors in the input space and \(\gamma\) is a parameter that sets the “spread” of the kernel.

According to the above short overview of the SVR, \((C, \gamma, \varepsilon)\) are the most important parameters of the SVR approach. All these parameters are considered for calculating and predicting the new output based on
any new input features and they are user-defined parameters. Various methods are proposed for selecting these parameters automatically. In this study, the evolutionary GA is utilized to select the optimal parameters of the SVR model to achieve a better generalization performance of the hybrid (GA-ε-SVR) model.

2.2. Genetic algorithm approach
GAs are stochastic search techniques based on the Darwinian principle of natural selection, “survival of the fittest”, and genetics gained attention after Holland in 1975 [46]. The GA method has three basic evolutionary operators, “reproducing operators”: selection, crossover, and mutation. Based on these operators, the GA begins from a randomly made up population of individuals (chromosomes/solutions), which are expressed as a “genotype”. For each generation, the fitness of chromosomes is evaluated based on a fitness function [46,47]. The size of the population and the probability for crossover and mutation are called the control parameters of the GA. The solution in the real world is known as a “phenotype”. The genotype is transformed into the phenotype for the fitness evaluation process. For more information about the GA, please see Ref. [46].

2.3. Workflow of the GA-SVR model
To build and train our GA-SVR approach for calculation and prediction of differential elastic cross section \( \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \), the available experimental datasets [11–35] are randomly divided into two subsets, one for training and the other for testing the GA-SVR model. We apply 5-fold cross-validation accuracy computing by SVR on the training data set (experimental data) to the GA-fitness function. The training dataset is used to obtain the SVR parameters and radial basis function (RBF) width parameter \((\gamma, \varepsilon)\). The testing data are utilized to investigate the prediction performance of the model. At first, the training inputs and outputs, range of the SVR and RBF parameters, population size, and number of generations are fed to the GA. Then the initial population is generated in the GA. Moreover, 5-fold cross validation is used for avoiding the problem of overfitting during the training and obtaining the best fitness values. The fitness value (mean squared error (MSE)) is obtained for each individual of the population. This procedure is repeated until all individuals (candidate solutions) are evaluated. After that, a new population is generated using genetic operators, i.e. selection, crossover, and mutation operators. Generation of the new populations continues for 50 times. The genetic operators, one point crossover, and mutation are used. The crossover rate is 90% and mutation rate is 10%. The Tournament selection method is used to select the mating pool. The optimal SVR parameters \((\gamma, \varepsilon)\) are obtained to learn the model. Then the optimal parameters are chosen using the individual with the best fitness value at the last generation. The final evaluation of the model performance is the testing based on the unseen experimental data. The criteria of root mean square (MSE) and coefficient of determination (\(R^2\)) were used for evaluating the performance of the GA-SVR models [48]. The developed model GA-ε-SVR is used to predict \( \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \) in this study. The basic flowchart of the GA-ε-SVR model is depicted in Figure 1. The proposed hybrid GA-SVR model was developed and implemented in the MATLAB v6.5 environment with high degree of accuracy and reliability.

3. Results and discussion
We have applied the developed hybrid computing approach using GA and ε-SVR to reasonably reproduce and calculate the differential elastic cross section based on the existing experimental data for \( PP \) and \( P\overline{P} \) scattering, as described in the above section. The available experimental data are collected from a set of accelerators in a
Figure 1. Flow diagram of our GA-\(\varepsilon\)SVR model.

wide energy range from ISR energy range up to the LHC, including 14, 23.5, 30.7, 44.6, 52.8, 62 GeV, as well as the recent LHC energies 7 and 8 TeV (CMS preliminary) for pp scattering [11–35] and 14, 53, 546 GeV, and 1.800 TeV for \(P\overline{P}\) scattering [12–35]. These datasets cover the momentum transfer range \(0 < t < 6 \text{ GeV}^2\).

The available experimental studies covering \(\sqrt{s}\) range from 23 to 62 GeV at ISR to 2 TeV at Tevatron, as well as 7 and 8 TeV. At LHC, pp elastic differential cross section is planned to be measured at the unprecedented \(\sqrt{s}\) of 14 TeV by the experimental group TOTEM in the “\(|t|\)” range \(0 > t > 6 \text{ GeV}^2\).

Figure 2 (a and b) illustrates the dependence of differential elastic cross section \((d\sigma/dt)_{\text{pp},p\overline{p}}\) on \(|t|\), which shows a sharp peak at small values of \(|t|\) ranging from 0.01 to 0.5 GeV\(^2\) and after this range the differential elastic cross section decreases exponentially to a dip at about \(|t| = 1.4 \text{ GeV}^2\). In addition, from this figure, we note that after \(|t| = 1.4 \text{ GeV}^2\) the differential elastic cross section manifests a broad maximum around \(|t| = 2 \text{ GeV}^2\) and then gradually decreases. Moreover, the obtained results confirm that the strong peak at low \(|t|\) seems to become smaller with the increase in energy; in addition, the dip moves towards lower values of \(|t|\). This confirms the behavior observed from the previous different experimental and theoretical studies [11–35,49,50]. In addition, the comparison between the experimental and other theoretical models is shown in Figure 2. In this comparison, our model calculations are highly matched with the theoretical and experimental ones.

We have used our model to predict the differential elastic pp cross section at \(\sqrt{s} = 10, 13\) (CMS preliminary), and 14 TeV. These predicted values are compared with other models [49,50] as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows a good agreement between our model results and other theoretical ones [49,50].

For the sake of completeness, we applied the proposed GA-SVR model to the pp scattering data. We proceeded in the same manner as previously mentioned for pp scattering, using the SPS and Tevatron experimental data. Figure 4 demonstrates the calculated differential elastic cross section of \(P\overline{P}\) scattering at \(\sqrt{s} = 14, 53, 546 \text{ GeV},\) and 1.800 TeV. For \(P\overline{P}\) scattering, we obtained a similar behavior as pp scattering, but without the pronounced dip, which was replaced instead by a broad “shoulder”. Furthermore, this figure shows a comparison between the experimental and other theoretical models. In this comparison, our model calculations show good agreement with both the experimental and theoretical ones. Moreover, in order to
evaluate the performance of the proposed GA-SVR model, the R² and MSE are calculated. Based on our proposed GA-εSVR model, we calculated the total cross section of PP and P\bar{P}, \sigma_{tot}. For the calculation of \sigma_{tot}, we first extrapolated the differential elastic cross section of each of the available data to the optical point (|t| \to 0) (i.e. \frac{d\sigma}{dt}|_{t=0}). Then the optical theorem is used for the calculation of PP and P\bar{P} total cross section \sigma_{tot} as follows:

\[ \sigma_{tot}^2 = \frac{16\pi (hc)^2}{1 + \rho^2} \frac{d\sigma}{dt} \bigg|_{t=0}, \]

where h and c are the reduced Plank’s constant and the speed of light (equal to one: c = 1 and h = 1), respectively. For the \rho parameter, the COMPETE preferred-model [49] extrapolation of 0.141 ± 0.007 was chosen. Using the conversion factor, Eq. (3) becomes

\[ \sigma_{tot} = 4.382 \left( \frac{d\sigma}{dt} \right|_{t=0} \right)^{1/2} \]

To calculate \sigma_{tot} from Eq. (4), we obtained \frac{d\sigma}{dt}|_{t=0} for PP and P\bar{P} by extrapolation of differential elastic cross sections to |t| \to 0 based on our GA-SVR model for the corresponding range of energy \sqrt{s} = 14, 23.5, 30.7, 44.6, 52.8 GeV, 7 TeV and 8 TeV, 10 TeV, 13 TeV, 14 TeV for pp and \sqrt{s} = 13.9, 53, 546, 1800 GeV for P\bar{P}. A comparison is made between our results of the total cross section \sigma_{tot}, and the corresponding theoretical

Figure 2. (a and b). (\frac{d\sigma}{dt})^{PP} of the PP as a function of the |t| at different \sqrt{s}. (*) our GA-SVR model, experimental data (o) [11–35], and (-) theoretical ones [49,50].
Figure 3. $(\frac{\text{d}^{2}\sigma}{\text{d}t\text{d}^{2}\mu}})^{pp}$ of the $PP$ as a function of the $|t|$ at $\sqrt{s} = 10, 13, 14$ TeV.

Figure 4. $(\frac{\text{d}^{2}\sigma}{\text{d}t\text{d}^{2}\mu}})^{p\bar{p}}$ of the $P\bar{P}$ as a function of the $|t|$ at different $\sqrt{s}$. (*), our GA-SVR model, experimental data (o) [11-35] and (-) theoretical ones [49,50].

4. Conclusions

In the present work, we developed and applied a hybrid computing approach GA-$\varepsilon$SVR for the calculation and prediction of the differential elastic cross sections for $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ scattering, $(\frac{\text{d}\sigma}{\text{d}t})^{pp, p\bar{p}}$, as well as the total cross sections $\sigma_{tot}^{pp, p\bar{p}}$ at various center of mass energies $\sqrt{s}$ ranging from nearly 13.9 GeV to 14 TeV in the transfer momentum squared range $t = 0$ to 6 GeV$^2$. A large data set from different labs was used to train and test the model. The proposed model reproduced well the trained experimental differential elastic cross sections, as well as the unutilized data during the training phase. Good agreement between the model predictions through the higher energies to be reached at future LHC experiment at 10 TeV, 13 TeV, and 14 TeV was obtained, as well as with other theoretical models. After the extrapolation of the available data of the differential elastic cross section in the low “t” range (i.e., $\frac{\text{d}\sigma}{\text{d}t}|_{t\to0}$), a total cross section for $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$, $\sigma_{tot}^{pp, p\bar{p}}$, was obtained by applying the optical theorem. The common behavior of the obtained results and the predicted ones of $\sigma_{tot}^{pp, p\bar{p}}$ showed a good match with the latest LHC measurements “TOTEM experiments” and the predicted ones by other models. The results of this model’s calculations are very encouraging and give rise to the hope that further studies into pp and $P\bar{P}$ scattering can be conducted to describe all the particle production observables.
Figure 5. The total $PP$ and $P\bar{P}$ cross section $\sigma_{tot}^{PP, P\bar{P}}$.
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